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Mediation: Staying Culturally Relevant in a Multicultural World

By Nina Meierding, MS, JD

With the increased need for effective conflict resolution throughout the world, we have seen many international programs and non-profit organizations originating in the United States with the noble goal of providing assistance to other countries. In addition, mediators are venturing to other countries to help in difficult situations – social conflicts, commercial transactions, complex business disputes, custody disputes across borders, or international negotiations. And, because the United States is becoming more and more a multi-cultural nation and we are part of a global economy, mediators working in the United States are working with a variety of cultures. Yet, many of the mediators have been trained solely in a Western-style model of mediation with Western-style tools in their “toolboxes.” Even the theoretical constructs of ADR often reflect a Western model that is not always respectful of culturally diverse concepts. While using Western techniques does not inherently mean that the interventions will not be successful, it does mean that they are less culturally sensitive. Internationally, it may also be seen as the United States bringing its process to another country that already has had its own conflict resolution processes in place for generations.

In order to be culturally aware, we must first look at some of the basic differences in mediation theory and practice between different models.

Most Western mediation codes of conduct reflect the goal of mediator “neutrality” (an elusive term at best) and the importance of the mediator not being invested in the outcome of the dispute. Western mediators are very careful to disclose anything that could be perceived as a “conflict of interest” – either in a relationship with one or more of the parties or in the subject matter of the dispute.

However, many cultures follow very different belief systems about mediation. In some cultures, mediators are elders who have been chosen specifically because of their existing knowledge of the specific dispute and their interest in assisting in the resolution so that a group (tribe, community, church) will all benefit. This concept represents “collectivism” - the sense that the conflict not only impacts the “parties” involved but the community in which they live.
and/or work. The mediator may use group pressure as well as his/her respected position to persuade the parties about the importance of settling the issues and restoring harmony to the larger group. This concept of a respected authoritative figure, known to all the parties, mediating a conflict in which he or she has an interest in the outcome can also apply to businesses – both in other countries, as well as international companies headquartered in the United States.

Western models also often require that the “parties” to the dispute be required to attend the mediation. If not present, an absent party may be labeled in “bad faith” and if the absentee party is a key player, the remaining parties are accused of using a tactic of “lack of authority” by not having all the essential parties present. In collective cultures, the term “parties” is constraining and restrictive. Sometimes, people who are not parties to the dispute are the ones who come to mediation while the party may not be at the mediation. This is especially true when saving face is an issue. Members of the community may resolve the dispute in a collaborative way and allow the transgressor to still retain his role and/or status within the group by not having to directly face his accuser or directly account for his own actions. The same concept applies to business – if someone has erred in his or her performance, if someone has been responsible for a breach of a contract, if someone is accused of misconduct, they may not be present at the mediation to resolve those issues. In the Western construct, a mediator would be worried that if the party did not attend they may not have “buy-in” or be “invested in the outcome.” However, this is not true in some other cultures. The pressure from the group (even away from the mediation “table”) is more instrumental than any pressure brought to bear within the process.

In addition, adding people in the Western model is oftentimes seen as complicating the mediation unnecessarily. And, yet, in collective cultures it is important that the values of the group take precedence over the needs of the individual. Therefore, more people may be involved and the primary person speaking on behalf of the group may or may not be the center of power and authority.

Western mediators often use “reality testing” as a technique to move parties towards resolution – and may not be aware that there are very different cultural concepts of reality and fairness.
The legal standard of fairness is based on law, statutes, codes of conduct, employee handbooks – all objective criteria that have been established to define what is fair. The equity standard of fairness looks at the level of time, energy, money, and effort that has been expended to help determine what would be fair. The culturally based standard of fairness reflects needs-based and relationally based assessments of fairness and is used primarily in more collective cultures. The faith-based standard of fairness looks at scripture, religious teachings and a higher power in determining what is fair.

A mediator from a Western culture (especially one who has served as a judge, lawyer, or mediator for the courts) often will use a legal standard of fairness. This may make sense if the dispute is being dealt with under the “shadow of the law” and the default process will be in the courts if the parties do not settle. However, this standard of fairness may be totally inapplicable to business disputes or other conflicts where the parties wish to keep the dispute private and are not looking to the court to determine what is fair. To use a legal standard or even an equity standard of fairness when dealing with people who utilize a needs-based/relational based-standard of fairness can be seen as insulting to the relationship and to the group.

A complicating factor in culturally sensitive negotiations occurs when parties are represented by lawyers. The lawyer, due to his or her own training, may solely utilize the legal theory of fairness. The mediator may then assume that the parties (whether present or absent) also have the same standard of fairness. As a mediator, I have often heard “My lawyer doesn’t understand what is really important here,” or “my lawyer says that this is better than what I would get if I went to court, but I don’t feel satisfied.” While mediators hear this in situations where cross cultural issues are not present, it is even more apparent when the additional cultural overlay exists.

Western models often look at a signed agreement as the successful resolution to a dispute. In fact, many Western mediators are trained to make sure that something is signed before the parties leave the mediation. This is, in part, because a signed agreement is seen as a binding document and something that is legally enforceable. But, some cultures see a signed contract as simply memorializing that a relationship between the parties exists. If something changes (especially something beyond the parties’ control) then the contract may not be seen as binding – simply a document that a relationship exists and that the dispute will be worked out in a way that is mutually satisfying.
Western mediators have also sometimes misunderstood that when a party is asked, “Is that an acceptable solution?” that a “yes” answer does not necessarily mean that there is an agreement. “Yes,” can mean, “I understand.” “Yes,” can mean, “If I say ‘no’ then you will lose face, so I will say ‘yes’.” “Yes,” can mean “I do not have the authority to give my consent, but I will lose face if I do not respond.” The mediator, however, hears “yes” and assumes agreement and moves forward with misguided assumptions.

These are just a few of the many ways that cultural differences can impact the basic tenets and theories of mediation practice. While this author is not recommending an overhaul of the “Western model” of mediation, she is stressing the importance of understanding the histories, traditions, beliefs, and values of diverse cultures both in the United States and abroad. A mediator should not assume that he or she can research a country’s cultural profile and automatically know what cultural attributes a party brings to the table – this would cause stereotypes. A mediator should never assume anything – the best mediators are curious, flexible and patient. Being sensitive and aware of the nuances of cross-cultural negotiations allows mediators to work more fully and more effectively within our diverse, multicultural world.
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